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ABSTRACT

Purpose

Colonoscopy is considered the "gold standard" screening procedure for colorectal cancers. But its
effectiveness is limited by the fact that endoscopists sometimes fail to view all parts of the colon
surface. We seek to build a system for detecting these missed areas during the procedure and alerting
the endoscopist.

Methods

As part of a system for detecting these missed areas, we introduce a new deep learning method for
semantic segmentation of colonoscopy video frames to detect haustral folds. Our method is based on
the DeepLabV3+ neural network architecture and takes as input frame colors and per-frame depth
maps produced by a reconstruction method. Our method is trained using scribble supervision, a type
of weakly-supervised learning.

Results

We show that our method achieves good results and outperforms the state of the art for haustral fold
detection from video frames, with a pixel accuracy of 90% compared to 60% for the state of the art.
In addition, we demonstrate that our method produces consistent segmentations over consecutive
video frames.

Conclusion

Our method of using scribble supervision to train a neural network for detecting haustral folds
outperforms the state of the art for this task, and achieves high accuracy and consistent results over
consecutive frames. Thus our method can potentially be used for localization within the colon.

Keywords Colonoscopy · Haustral fold detection · Scribble supervision · Deep learning · Reconstruction

1 Introduction

Colonoscopy is a standard procedure for detecting and preventing colorectoral cancer. It is performed by a physician,
who inserts an endoscope into the patient’s colon and visually inspects it for signs of cancer. However, colonoscopy’s
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effectiveness is limited by the fact that some areas of the colon surface are unintentionally not surveyed. Methods have
been proposed for detecting these missed areas, or blind spots, but once detected, a solution is needed to guide the
endoscopist back to survey the blind spot. One approach is to use the ridges on the colon, known as haustral folds, as
reference features to determine the location of the endoscope and blind spot.

Using haustral folds for navigation first requires being able to reliably detect them in the video feed from the endoscope.
The most reliable method in literature for this detection is based on CycleGAN [17]. In this paper, we propose a more
effective method, utilizing a training approach known as scribble supervision.

1.1 Cancer and its detection

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third-most common cause of cancer death in the United States [14]. Colonoscopy is the
standard screening procedure for CRC and is recommended for all adults when they reach age 45 and every 10 years
thereafter. In the year 2000, 20% of adults had undergone colonoscopy in the past 10 years. By 2018, the figure was
61%, and this increase is believed to be responsible for significant reductions in CRC morbidity and mortality over
this time period [11, 3]. In colonsocopy the endoscopist uses an optical endoscope to visually examine the surface of
the patient’s colon. A wire loop inserted through a hollow channel in the endoscope is used to remove adenomatous
colon polyps, the cause of almost all colorectal cancers [4, 1]. But colonoscopy still misses between 6 and 27 percent of
polyps, many due to the endoscopist not surveying regions of the colon surface [16].

1.2 Detection of blind spots

Ma et al. [6] developed a method of detecting these blind spots (missed regions of the colon surface) through real-time
3D reconstruction of the colon surface. Once a blind spot is detected, the endoscopist may wish to be guided back to it
in order to survey the region. This requires localization of the endoscope tip within the colon, which is made difficult by
the discontinuous nature of the 3D reconstructed segments, as well as the non-rigid nature of the colon. In our situation,
the only external information available is the video feed from the endoscope itself, which consists of a sequence of
frames. Our task is to use this information, and information derived from it in real time, to determine the location of
the endoscope tip in the colon relative to detected blind spots. In particular, when the endoscope tip is within 10-15
cm of the blind spot, we need to be able to show its position in real time (along with the blind spot) on an onscreen
visualization. This will allow the endoscopist to precisely maneuver back to inspect the blind spot. To do this, we need
to be able to associate what is currently being observed with what was observed in the same region when the blind spot
was missed. While a pose computed via SLAM will be available, it will not necessarily be known relative to the blind
spot. Thus we need a direct localization method based on current observations.

Previous work on the problem of localization during colonoscopy is sparse. One approach was to use photometric
features with place-recognition methods taken from the field of robotics [7]. However, since the visual appearance
of the colon can change with deformation, an alternative is to consider geometric features of the colon. The most
prominent of these are the haustral folds, which appear as ridges on the colon’s surface and are thought to be created
through contractions of smooth muscle surrounding the colon [2].

The first step in using haustral folds for navigation is to be able to reliably detect them in a video frame, which can be
done by image segmentation. The most reliable method until now is known as FoldIt [8]. It is based on CycleGAN
[17] and treats the problem of fold detection as one of domain translation. While FoldIt does not require images from
optical colonoscopy to be labeled, its accuracy degrades for small folds, and its generative approach leads to strong
priors which cause false positives. Instead of using a generative approach, we treat the problem as classification of
pixels, i.e. semantic segmentation.

1.3 Our Contributions

In this work, we introduce an alternative deep learning-based method of haustral fold detection. Instead of training on
unpaired data, we chose to use scribble annotations as labels for weakly-supervised learning [5]. Traditionally, semantic
segmentation is learned from a dataset of images which have every pixel given a class label. The downside to this
approach is that fully labeling an image is very time-consuming. In addition, many pixels are ambiguous and can be
reasonably assigned to either "fold" or "not fold" classes. Thus, we choose to use scribbles to only label pixels whose
classes are clearly evident.

As this method is designed to be used in the same product as [6], it is possible to take advantage of the geometry models
therein. Specifically, one model, called geodepth2 [15], predicts the distance from the camera, or depth, at each pixel in
every frame. We thus combine these depth maps with the color frames, creating a 4-channel, RGB-D input for our
model.
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The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We propose and evaluate an approach which outperforms FoldIt at detecting haustral folds over a variety
of metrics. In addition, our approach learns a one-to-one mapping, whereas FoldIt learns a many-to-many
mapping. Thus our approach is more flexible in terms of training data, as continuous video sequences are not
required.

• To our knowledge, we are the first to combine scribble supervision with monocular depth information, as well
as the first to formulate the problem of haustral fold detection as one of discriminative semantic segmentation.

2 Related Work

2.1 Scribble supervision

The goal of scribble-supervised semantic segmentation is to assign a class label to each pixel in an image, while only
learning from a set of images with a small fraction of their pixels labeled. Specifically, the labels are "scribbles", that is,
curves drawn on the image (see Fig. 1). Each scribble has one class, and the pixels under the scribble are assigned that
class in the label. All other pixels are marked as "unknown" class. Although only a small fraction, usually less than 5%,
of pixels are labeled, it has been found that scribble supervision can still produce results comparable to fully-supervised
approaches [13, 12].

2.2 FoldIt

FoldIt [8], a method based on CycleGAN [17], is the best previous method of fold detection to our knowledge. It
formulates the problem of fold detection as a problem of translating between image domains. The authors use three
domains: domain A, images from optical colonoscopy; domain B, images from virtual colonoscopy, that is, grayscale
images without texture taken inside 3D models of colons derived from CT scans; and domain C, images inside 3D
colon models where folds have been marked in red using the mathematical algorithm from [9] 1. Like CycleGAN,
FoldIt uses unpaired data; there is no correspondence between specific images in separate domains. There are two
FoldIt models with the same architecture but trained on different datasets: one trained on a subset of the same data
we used, and another trained on a public dataset of frames from optical colonoscopy. While the FoldIt authors trained
on the same data as this work for the figures in their paper and they claim that there is no significant difference with
FoldIt trained on public data, we have found that the latter always outperforms the former on the metrics we used for
evaluation in Sec. 6.2. We will refer to this version simply as FoldIt from now on.

2.3 Finding normals and depths

In addition to the RGB color values, we also use the depth values produced by geodepth2 [15], which provide geometric
information. Haustral folds are geometric features, but they express themselves in images as variations in the color, i.e.
as photometric features. By using RGB with depths, we take advantage of both photometric and geometric features of
haustral folds for better inference.

3 Preliminaries

One approach to scribble-supervised semantic segmentation is known as the "two-stage" approach. Scribbles are first
used to generate pseudo-labels for every pixel, which are then used to train the network as in fully-supervised learning.
However, we chose the alternative, "one stage" approach because it is less computationally intensive to train and has
fewer hyperparameters to tune. Instead of generating pseudo-labels, we directly train the network on two loss functions:
one supervised loss function over the annotated pixels, and another loss function which is the weighted sum over some
set {L1...LR} of regularization loss functions over all pixels.

For an image x of M by N pixels, the set of all pixels is Ω, and |Ω| = MN . For an RGB-D image, p ∈ Ω is a vector
p ∈ R4. Given a network input x, the output S(x) is a set of |Ω| indicator vectors Sp ∈ [0, 1]2 corresponding to the
softmax outputs for the two classes. The subset ΩL ⊂ Ω is the set of pixels with scribble labels, and the corresponding
ground truth labels are yp ∈ {0, 1} for all p ∈ ΩL.

1We did not consider this method in this paper because it is a geometric method operating on CT scans of the entire colon, which
are not available during optical colonoscopy.
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We now define the total segmentation loss L(x, y) to be

L(x, y) =
∑
p∈ΩL

−yp logSp +

R∑
i=1

λi

∑
p,q∈Ω

Li(Sp, Sq;x) (1)

The first term in this equation is the binary cross-entropy loss computed over all labeled pixels. The second term is the
total regularization loss, a weighted sum of R regularization losses {L1...LR}. Each Li(Sp, Sq;x) is defined as the
affinity of the segmentation outputs at two pixels p, q, as well as of x, the input. We use the (·;x) notation to emphasize
that the function Li is parameterized by the entire input x. We explain in further detail in section 5.2.

4 Data

We prepared both training and testing datasets for training and evaluating our methods, respectively, by uniformly
sampling our research group’s library of colonoscopy video sequences. We then processed these sampled frames using
geodepth2 [15] to predict a dense pixel depth map, which was concatenated to the image to form an RGB-D image. To
these we applied scribble annotations (Sec. 4.2).

Most frames in both the training and test sets had a small angle between the camera and the longitudinal axis of the colon
(known as "down the barrel" frames). While this is representative of the population of frames in video sequences that
our group can presently successfully reconstruct for blind spot detection [6, 15], it does mean that there are relatively
few frames in the training and test sets with a large angle between camera and colon ("en face" frames).

4.1 Training set

Our training dataset was obtained by first taking every fifth frame, sequentially, of each sequence in our research group’s
library of colonoscopy frames from approximately 78 patients, for a total of 2556 frames in the training set. Scribble
annotations were then applied to 1828 of these frames; the remainder lacked sufficient detail to make annotations with
high confidence. We then processed these 1828 frames using [15], as explained above.

4.2 Annotations

Scribble annotations were applied to images using a tool we wrote in Python; example annotations are shown in Fig. 1.
The user has the option to draw color-coded scribbles for the two classes, "fold" and "not fold", and can also erase and
change between frames using the keyboard. Scribbles were applied only to pixels where the expert annotator had high
confidence that the class label was correct. For "fold" scribbles, the scribbles were to follow the curve of the fold, close
to its crest but not including any pixels behind it. On each frame, the annotator’s goal was to put a scribble in connected
components with the proper class label, without making low-confidence annotations. Some of the selected frames were
unable to be annotated and were excluded from the training set, due to the fact that they did not contain any regions that
could be labeled with adequate confidence.

4.3 Data augmentation

Data augmentation was used in order to increase the diversity of the training set. Images were flipped horizontally at
random with a 50% probability and randomly cropped in order to increase the range of physical scales represented in
the data. In order to introduce more "not fold" pixels, "not fold" scribbles were drawn with a greater width than with
which they were drawn by the annotator.

4.4 Test set

In addition to the training set, a test set was prepared and annotated. This set consisted of 64 video frames and
their predicted depth maps. This set was drawn at random from the same library of video frames as the training set,
but excluding the frames in the training set so that the test set is unseen by the network. Each of these frames was
scribble-annotated, this time attempting to label as many pixels as possible in addition to the criteria used for annotating
the training set. Across all 64 images, there were 51,449 labeled pixels, with 33,643 "fold" and 17,806 "not fold".

As explained above, the test set does not contain many "en face" frames. As we expect the depth map inputs to be most
useful on these frames, this test set cannot fully evaluate the advantage of depth map inputs. We discuss this further in
Sec. 6.3.
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Figure 1: Example of scribble annotations drawn in our scribble annotation tool. Green scribbles are of category "fold",
and blue scribbles are of category "not fold".

5 Methods

5.1 Network architecture

Our network architecture is similar to the DeepLabV3+ version used in [13], with two notable changes. First, instead of
the ResNet-101 backbone, we use MobileNetV2 [10] as our backbone. This is a network designed to run on mobile
devices, so it runs faster then ResNet-101 on the same hardware. Second, we modified the first layer of MobileNetV2 to
a 4-channel input while retaining the pretrained weights via the method used in the timm Python package. The RGB
channels initializes to their respective pretrained weights, while the depth channel initializes to the R channel weights.
All weights in all other layers initialize to the pretrained MobileNetV2 weights, as they are unaffected by the change.

5.2 Loss functions

While the cross-entropy loss term alone from (1) is enough to obtain decent performance, it has been found [12, 13] that
adding regularization losses {Li} can improve performance. In this work, we experiment with two regularization losses:
the dense conditional random field loss LCRF and the normalized cut loss LNC , both from [13] (defined below).

5.2.1 Dense CRF loss

The dense conditional random field regularization loss (dense CRF)[13] computes the affinity between every pair of
pixels, and is low when pixels with high affinity for each other are labeled in the same class.

Let Sk ∈ [0, 1]|Ω| to be the vector of the kth components of every Sp, and the affinity matrix Ŵ ∈ R|Ω|×|Ω| be a
function of the input image x giving a weight to every pair of pixels p, q ∈ Ω based on their similarity to each other. We
can write the dense CRF loss as

LCRF =
∑

k∈{0,1}

(Sk)T Ŵ (1− Sk) (2)

5.2.2 Normalized cut loss

The normalized cut loss is an extension of LCRF .

LNC =
∑

k∈{0,1}

(Sk)T Ŵ (1− Sk)

dTSk
(3)
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The degree vector d = Ŵ1. This allows us to simplify the loss a bit by removing a constant term, so we have

LNC = −
∑

k∈{0,1}

(Sk)T ŴSk

dTSk
(4)

Ŵ , assigns the weight every pixel applies to the loss value at a given pixel. Since this weight is very small for far-away
pixels, we follow [13] and find ŴSk by applying a bilateral Gaussian (RGB vs. XY) filter to the RGB channels of the
input x, so that

Ŵij(x) =
1

Wp

∑
(k,l)∈Ω

g(||I(k, l)− I(i, j)||2;σr)g(||(k, l)− (i, j)||2;σs) (5)

where Wp is a normalization constant, g(·;σ) is the 1-dimensional Gaussian centered at 0 with standard deviation σ (for
hyper-parameters σr, σs), and || · ||2 is the L2 vector norm. Thus Ŵ (x) is a function of the distances and differences in
intensities (i.e. the distance in RGB space) between a pixel and all other pixels.

5.3 Implementation details

All training and testing was performed on a computer running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS with an NVIDIA GeForce Titan X
GPU. Our code is built on that of [13], which provided an implementation of LCRF . We used their C++ bilateral filter
implementation to implement LNC .

6 Results

We performed our experiments using the test set described in Sec. 4. Evaluation metrics are calculated only based on
the labeled pixels. We conducted two types of experiments, one studying the performance on each class overall and the
other studying the performance per-frame. In this section we will demonstrate the superior performance of our method
against FoldIt, the consistency of our method in identifying folds across consecutive video frames, and the results of
ablation studies.

6.1 Experiment descriptions

6.1.1 Per-class experiments

For the first set of experiments, presented in Sec. 6.2.1, metrics used are per-class precision2, recall3, and F1 score, as
well as overall accuracy for each model. Defining TP, TN, FP, FN to be the total numbers of true positive, true negative,
false positive, and false negative pixels respectively for a class, we have

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, the fraction of positive classifications that are correct

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, the fraction of positives which are classified as such

F1 =
2TP

2TP + FP + TN
, the harmonic mean of precision and recall

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
, the fraction of pixels that are classified correctly

These are computed across all 51,449 labeled pixels in all 64 labeled images, so variance cannot be easily presented.
The next section describes the second set of experiments we conducted, which attempt to understand the variation in
performance between frames.

6.1.2 Per-frame experiments

For the second set of experiments, presented in Sec. 6.2.2, we computed the accuracy on labeled pixels of our two best
configurations (no regularizations, with and without depth inputs) on each of our 64 test frames. We did the same for
FoldIt for comparison, in order to study the variation of these methods on different types of frames. We present these
results in Sec. 6.2.2.

2Also known as positive predictive value (PPV).
3Also known as sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR).
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Figure 2: Sample images with the network outputs superimposed in green. Green boxes show regions where our method
correctly marked folds which were missed by FoldIt. Red boxes show regions where FoldIt incorrectly marked folds
that our method correctly marked as not-folds. The purple oval in the second row of the second column marks a region
where our method gave an inconsistent result.

6.2 Segmentation performance vs. FoldIt

Performance versus FoldIt is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and Table 1. These results are from a network trained for 96 epochs
on RGB-D data with no regularization loss terms. In section 6.3 we present and discuss the results of ablation studies
on regularization terms and depth inputs.

6.2.1 Per-class performance

Class Precision Recall F1 score
Not fold (0.85, 0.46) (0.88, 0.86) (0.86, 0.60)
Fold (0.93, 0.86) (0.92, 0.47) (0.93, 0.61)
Accuracy (0.90, 0.60)

Table 1: Comparison of our method’s performance versus FoldIt on the test set of 64 annotated images. Each result is
presented as an ordered pair of the form (our result, FoldIt result).

In all samples our method produces better segmentations. It is clear in the first three columns that our method correctly
segments folds that are entirely missed by FoldIt. In the fourth and sixth columns, FoldIt marks more area as "fold"
than it should (red boxes). In the fifth column, FoldIt marks the entire dark area in the lower-left corner as "fold" even
though it is not. This can also be seen in the first and fourth columns. Our method does not run into this problem, as it
is trained on numerous examples where this part of the image, corresponding to the farthest visible part of the colon
wall, is labeled as "not fold".

However, our method still has room for improvement. We can see in the second column of Fig. 2 that although it picks
up more folds than FoldIt, our method is inconsistent in how it classifies pixels on the sides of folds (circled in purple).
The circled region should be either all marked as "fold", or have two parallel but disconnected "fold" regions.

6.2.2 Per-frame performance

We see in Fig. 3 that our method, trained with or without depth inputs, produces a higher average accuracy on the frames
of the test set with lower variance than FoldIt. This is significant because if this method is to be used for localization, it
needs to perform consistently in all parts of the colon.
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Figure 3: Box plots of accuracy over the population of frames.

Figure 4: Validation accuracy at training epoch with (left) and without (right) depth inputs. We can see that the
configuration with no regularization losses performs best, then the configurations with either NC or dense CRF losses,
then both losses together perform worst.

6.3 Ablation studies

As part of this work, we conducted ablation studies on the two regularization losses (normalized cut and dense CRF)
and on the use of predicted depth maps. The results, shown by the validation accuracies during training, are in Fig. 4.
We found that the best results occurred with no regularization losses, and there was no statistically significant difference
with or without depth input, although in Fig. 3 we see that the model trained with depths has a slightly higher median
accuracy. The lack of significant difference with or without depths is likely due to the test set not having many "en
face" frames (Sec. 4.4). In en face frames, we expect depths to provide more of an advantage because the height of the
folds would be clearly seen. By contrast, "down the barrel" frames present each fold and its adjacent pockets as being at
a similar distance to the camera, so they do not provide much information to detect folds. For "down the barrel" frames,
we expect the surface normals and curvatures, the derivatives of the depths, to provide a significant advantage over
RGB-only input, as these features vary more between folds and the rest of the colon. Evidence for this can be found in
[9], in which a proposed method for detecting folds uses information derived from curvature.

8
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Figure 5: Results on a sequence of 5 consecutive video frames.

6.4 Feature consistency

We see qualitatively in Fig. 5 that our method is able to detect the same folds consistently and produce consistent
segmentations over a sequence of 5 consecutive video frames.

7 Limitations

One limitation in our method is that it does not distinguish between adjacent folds. This is not "incorrect" behavior per
se, as the network is trained to mark "fold" pixels, but when the haustrum (pocket) between two folds is not visible, the
network will mark a single "fold" region. In the future, we intend to address this problem by modifying this work to
perform panoptic or instance segmentation, that is, marking each "fold" pixel as belonging to a specific fold.

In addition, the fact that folds often have strong specular reflections has led to a problem where areas of specular
reflection are sometimes marked as folds.

8 Future Work

In addition to per-pixel depths, geodepth2 [15] also produces estimated of the surface normal vector at each pixel. In
the future, we plan to incorporate these features into our method, as mentioned in Sec. 6.3. In addition, we plan to train
and evaluate our method compared to FoldIt on a set of only "en face" frames, in order to better study the effect of
depth input. Some of these frames already exist in the training set, but we also plan to add more "en face" frames to the
training set and retrain to avoid the possibility of underfitting to "down the barrel" frames only.
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